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Abstract A proper evaluation of the perturbations of the

host rock induced by the excavation and the emplacement

of exothermic wastes is essential for the assessment of the

long-term safety of high-level radioactive waste disposals

in clay formations. The impact of the thermal transient on

the evolution of the damaged zone (DZ) has been explored

in the European Commission project TIMODAZ (thermal

impact on the damaged zone around a radioactive waste

disposal in clay host rocks, 2006–2010). This paper inte-

grates the scientific results of the TIMODAZ project from a

performance assessment (PA) point of view, showing how

these results support and justify key PA assumptions and

the values of PA model parameters. This paper also con-

textualises the significance of the thermal impact on the DZ

from a safety case perspective, highlighting how the project

outcomes result into an improved understanding of the

thermo–hydro–mechanical behaviour of the clay host

rocks. The results obtained in the TIMODAZ project

strengthen the assessment basis of the safety evaluation of

the current repository designs. There was no evidence

throughout the TIMODAZ experimental observations of a

temperature-induced additional opening of fractures nor of

a significant permeability increase of the DZ. Instead,

thermally induced plasticity, swelling and creep seem to be

beneficial to the sealing of fractures and to the recovery of

a very low permeability in the DZ, close to that of an

undisturbed clay host rock. Results from the TIMODAZ

project indicate that the favourable properties of the clay
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host rock, which guarantee the effectiveness of the safety

functions of the repository system, are expected to be

maintained after the heating–cooling cycle. Hence, the

basic assumptions usually made in PA calculations so far

are expected to remain valid, and the performance of the

system should not be affected in a negative way by the

thermal evolution of the DZ around a radioactive waste

repository in clay host rock.

Keywords Clay host rock � Damaged zone (DZ) �
Thermal impact � Disposal safety � Performance assessment

1 Introduction

According to the International Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA), the fundamental objective of any radioactive

waste management activity is ‘‘to protect people and the

environment from harmful effects of ionizing radiation’’

(IAEA 2006). Waste disposal, that is emplacement of

waste produced by our generation in an appropriate facility,

is the main internationally accepted way to provide such a

protection without imposing undue burdens on future

generations (ICRP 2000). The generally adopted strategy

consists in concentrating and confining the radioactive

wastes and in isolating them from man and the environ-

ment. Geological disposal, that is disposal in a repository

constructed in a stable geological formation, is a promising

solution recommended at international level for high-level

waste (HLW) and intermediate-level waste (ILW) (NEA

1995; IAEA 2006). It employs an engineered barrier sys-

tem (EBS) and the natural barrier (the host rock) between

the contaminants and the accessible biosphere, to prevent

radionuclides and other contaminants ever reaching con-

centration at which they could present an unacceptable risk

for man and the environment.

Argillaceous formations have been under consideration

in many countries for decades as potential host rock for

high-level radioactive waste repositories. The Belgian

Agency for Radioactive Waste and Enriched Fissile

Materials (ONDRAF/NIRAS) is assessing the feasibility of

disposing vitrified high-level waste (VHLW) and spent fuel

(SF) together with long-lived low- and/or intermediate-

level waste (LL–ILW) in a geological repository excavated

in the Boom clay (ONDRAF/NIRAS 1989, 2001; Bel et al.

2005). IAEA (2006) imposes that the engineered barriers

should be designed to provide complete containment of the

heat-generating waste at least throughout the thermal phase

to avoid coping with complex behaviours of radionuclide

transport during this period. In the Belgian concept,

heat-emitting waste (VHLW and SF) packages are placed

in so-called supercontainers consisting of a carbon steel

overpack embedded in a concrete buffer. This buffer

provides radiological shielding for underground operations

and a favourable geochemical environment for minimizing

corrosion. The Swiss National Cooperative for the Disposal

of Radioactive Waste (NAGRA) has assessed the feasi-

bility of setting a repository for HLW, SF and LL–ILW in

the Opalinus clay in northern Switzerland. Containment of

the heat emitting waste is ensured by a thick carbon steel

canister surrounded by a bentonite clay backfill (NAGRA

2002a, b).

According to the international practice, the development

and implementation of a geological repository are planned

in a cautious, stepwise process, punctuated by the sub-

mission to the government of key documents marking the

end of successive ‘‘programme stages’’. The so-called

‘‘safety and feasibility cases’’ are submitted in support of

decisions to be requested (NEA 2004 and 2007). A safety

and feasibility case is a synthesis of evidence, analyses and

arguments to quantify and substantiate that a repository

will be safe after closure and beyond the time when active

control of the facility can be relied upon. Demonstrating

good knowledge and sufficient understanding of the

expected phenomenological evolution of the disposal sys-

tem is an essential element of the case, as well as a clear

indication of the remaining uncertainties, their significance

in the context of the decision at hand and guidance for

work to resolve them if necessary.

Performance assessments of geological disposal systems

in clay formations have repeatedly highlighted the role of

the clay as the dominant barrier delaying and attenuating

radionuclide releases to the environment once full con-

tainment by the EBS cannot be relied upon anymore. As a

side effect of radioactive decay, VHLW and SF release a

significant amount of heat, even after several decades of

cooling in surface facilities, and this will perturb the clay

host rock. The temperature evolution in the near field of a

supercontainer-based repository filled with VHLW is

illustrated in Fig. 1 (Weetjens 2009). In agreement with the

IAEA requirement, the EBS is designed to ensure complete

containment of radionuclides in metal overpacks at least

during the thermal phase, i.e. the period of time during

which the temperature of the host formation lies above the

range of temperatures within which typical migration

properties can be relied upon (ONDRAF/NIRAS 2009). As

the overpacks eventually fail at some time during the post-

thermal phase, the safety of the system will mainly rely on

the barrier capabilities of the host formation.

Excavation, construction and operation of the repository

and the emplacement of heat-emitting radioactive waste

will inevitably induce mechanical (M), hydraulic (H),

thermal (T), and chemical (C) perturbations in the sur-

rounding clay host rocks and create a disturbed zone

(Bernier et al. 2006). Within the disturbed zone lies the so-

called excavation damaged zone (EDZ) created around the
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shafts and galleries during the excavation processes. The

damaged zone (DZ) is defined as the zone in which hydro-

mechanical and geochemical modifications induce signifi-

cant changes in flow and transport properties (Bernier et al.

2006), i.e. along which water and solutes mobility could be

enhanced. In the European Commission (EC) project

SELFRAC (2002–2006), the EDZ and its evolution with

time has been characterized and its impact on the perfor-

mance of radioactive waste geological repositories has

been assessed (Bernier et al. 2006). However, the influence

of the thermal load generated by the radioactive waste on

the evolution of the EDZ was not studied in the frame of

SELFRAC. Since the heat-induced thermo–hydro–

mechanical (THM) perturbations on the clay host rock

might well be the most severe disturbance that the repos-

itory system will undergo, the consequence of the thermal

transient on the EDZ evolution as well as the possible

additional damage created by the thermal load and its

impact on the safety-relevant properties of the clay host

rock need to be thoroughly investigated.

Following SELFRAC, the European TIMODAZ project

(thermal impact on the damaged zone around a radioactive

waste disposal in clay host rocks, 2006–2010) involved

research centres, academia, radioactive waste management

organisations and regulators, especially designed to tackle

the key research issues associated with the thermal impact

on the evolution of the damaged zone (DZ) in the clay host

rocks around a radioactive waste repository. Beyond the

characterisation of the initial damage induced by the

excavations, the extent and the hydro–mechanical behav-

iour of the DZ during different repository evolution stages

(including the operational period and thermal and post-

thermal post-closure stages) were investigated. The main

objectives of the TIMODAZ project were to gather

knowledge to support the assessment of the significance of

the thermal effects in the safety evaluations and to provide

direct feedback to repository design teams. As such, the

TIMODAZ results should help to establish a sound scien-

tific and technical basis for demonstrating the feasibility

and safety of geological disposal.

The present paper integrates from a performance

assessment (PA) point of view the main scientific and

technical outputs obtained within the framework of the

TIMODAZ project. It first summarizes the results and

observations from small- to medium-scale laboratory and

in situ tests performed within the TIMODAZ project.

These results contribute to a better understanding of the

processes occurring within the clay around a disposal

system of heat-emitting waste during the thermal transient

phase. It thus strengthens the quality and reliability of the

assessment basis for the safety evaluations. Three types of

clay, the Boom clay, the Opalinus clay and the Callovo–

Oxfordian claystone, considered as possible clay host rock

in Belgium, Switzerland and France, respectively, were

investigated during the project. In this paper, the emphasis

lies on the first two clays. The knowledge gained is after-

wards used for the assessment of the safety-relevant

properties of the clay host rocks, and the role of the DZ

within a safety case for radioactive waste disposal in clay

formations is discussed. Finally, some recommendations to

the Belgian and Swiss repository design and operation are

formulated.
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thermal conductivity of the
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(Weetjens 2009)
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2 Improved Understanding of Thermo–Hydro–

Mechanical Behaviour of Clay

A good comprehension of the inter-related processes

occurring within the clay around a disposal system for

heat-emitting waste, specifically the evolution of the DZ

during the thermal transient, is essential to gain confi-

dence in PA. Beyond the understanding of the general

DZ evolution, the possible alteration of some favourable

clay properties relevant to the disposal safety is of spe-

cific interest. Such properties include a very low per-

meability, the absence of preferential migration pathways

for solutes, high radionuclides retention capacity as well

as swelling and creep properties that result in a good

self-sealing capacity. Together, these properties make

clay host rock very efficient at delaying and attenuating

radionuclides release from waste packages to the acces-

sible biosphere, and thus provide robustness to the dis-

posal system.

Numerous laboratory and in situ tests have been

designed and conducted in the TIMODAZ project. They

are aimed to improve the understanding of coupled pro-

cesses occurring during the thermal phase within the clay

formation around a geological repository. Key results,

which strengthen the scientific basis for evaluating repos-

itory performance and safety in clay formations, are pre-

sented hereafter.

2.1 Strong Thermo–Hydro–Mechanical Coupling

An important thermally induced effect in low-permeability

media such as clays and claystones is the pore water

pressurization that occurs upon heating (Delage et al. 2010;

Mohajerani et al. 2012). Such strong THM couplings were

clearly demonstrated from both in situ experiments and

laboratory tests performed in the TIMODAZ project.

Two in situ small-scale heater tests were conducted in

TIMODAZ, i.e. SE-H at the Mont Terri Underground

Research Laboratory (URL) (Switzerland) and ATLAS III

at the HADES Underground Research Facility (URF) (Mol,

Belgium). Measurements of temperature and pore water

pressure from these two tests provided further evidences

about the strong THM couplings in clays. As an example,

some observations in ATLAS III in the Boom clay are

presented here (Chen et al. 2011). The layout of the

boreholes, together with the changes in pore water pressure

with temperature measured at the end of borehole AT93E,

is shown in Fig. 2. Borehole AT93E is located at about

1.3 m to the left of the heater borehole. The heater power

was increased in three steps. After each increase, the power

was maintained constant along a given period of time

(45 days at 400 W, 66 days at 900 W and 256 days at

1,400 W).

As seen in Fig. 2, a rapid increase in pore water pressure

is induced at the beginning of each heating step, followed

by stabilisation. During the longer step at 1,400 W, one can

observe afterwards a continuous decrease even when

temperature keeps increasing (e.g., from October 2007 on).

The temperature rise generates excess pore water pressure

within saturated clays due to the significantly larger ther-

mal expansion coefficient of water compared with that of

solids. Thermal consolidation (studied in the Boom clay by

Delage et al. 2000) simultaneously occurs with excess pore

water pressure dissipating towards the far field. In low-

permeability clays like the Boom clay, heat transfer is

significantly faster than water transfer. The slower water

dissipation rate allows for a sharp initial increase in pore

water pressure at the beginning of each heating phase (the

temporary and small decrease in pore water pressure

observed at the very beginning of each heating phase will

be commented specifically in Sect. 2.4.3). After a suffi-

ciently long period of time (*2 months), the pore pressure

dissipation rate overcomes the thermal pressurization rate,

resulting in a decrease in pore water pressure. The mag-

nitude of the excess pore pressure thus not only depends on

the temperature increase, it is also very sensitive to the

temperature increase rate (Picard and Giraud 1995) and to

the hydraulic diffusivity. As the thermal diffusivities of

both clays are of the same order of magnitude, the pore

pressure response to a given thermal load will thus be

sharper in the less permeable and stiffer Opalinus clay than

in the Boom clay.

2.2 Thermally Induced Plasticity

The thermal behaviour of the Boom clay is characterized

by non-linear and irreversible volume changes that signif-

icantly depend on the overconsolidation ratio. Overcon-

solidated samples submitted to a slow temperature

elevation in drained conditions (no pore water pressure

changes) first exhibit a thermal reversible dilation followed

by an irreversible plastic contraction (Baldi et al. 1991;

Sultan et al. 2000). The temperature at which occurs the

transition between dilation and compaction increases with

the overconsolidation ratio. The cooling slope is parallel to

the slope of the dilation heating phase (Sultan 1997; Sultan

et al. 2002).

Drained heating tests (heating rate 1 �C/h) under con-

stant stress close to in situ conditions (mean stress 4.1 MPa

and back pressure 2.2 MPa) have been conducted in

TIMODAZ at ENPC/CERMES (École des Ponts Paris-

Tech, France) to investigate the thermal behaviour of

Opalinus clay (Monfared et al. 2012a). To improve satu-

ration, drainage and the pore pressure field homogeneity,

this group developed an original hollow cylinder triaxial

apparatus characterized by a reduced drainage length

6 L. Yu et al.
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(10 mm) (Monfared et al. 2011). As seen in Fig. 3, thermal

volume change under drained heating is characterized by

an initial thermoelastic dilation between 25 and 65 �C

followed by a plastic contraction between 65 and 83 �C

and an elastic contraction upon cooling. A second tem-

perature cycle evidenced a thermoelastic dilation up to

80 �C followed by a thermoelastic contraction during

cooling. Irreversible volumetric contraction strains of 0.4

and 0.12 % were observed at the end of each cooling

phase, respectively.

This response is typical of thermoplastic hardening

behaviour: heating a clay previously submitted to temper-

ature elevation results in thermoelastic dilation up to the

maximum temperature previously undergone. Plastic con-

traction occurs at higher temperature. This is observed

during the first cycle, given that the maximum undergone

temperature by the Opalinus clay during geological history

is estimated around 70 �C. When this temperature is

exceeded during the first cycle up to 85 �C, contraction

occurs. A second temperature cycle exhibits thermoelastic

dilation up to 85 �C, illustrating remarkably the thermal

hardening effect.

2.3 Alterations of the Water Retention Capacity

The changes in the water retention properties of the

Opalinus clay and Boom clay with temperature were

investigated at LMS-EPFL (Soil Mechanics Laboratory,

Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne) by determin-

ing the water retention curves at ambient temperature and

at 80 �C (Laloui et al. submitted; Rizzi 2013). Due to the

surface tension decreases with temperature, the elevated

temperature thus reduces the water retention capacity of the

clay. In other words, at a given suction (above the air entry

value), the degree of water saturation (and/or the water

content) decreases with increasing temperature. As seen in

Fig. 4, the water retention curve shifts leftwards at elevated

temperature and the air entry value of the Boom clay

decreases from 3 MPa at ambient temperature to less than

1 MPa at 80 �C.

2.4 Anisotropic Properties

Most sedimentary formations are characterized by some

degree of anisotropy. Several tests performed during the

TIMODAZ project evidenced anisotropic behaviours and

sometimes allowed to quantify in situ anisotropic proper-

ties of the clay. Numerical modelling carried out in TIM-

ODAZ by various groups also confirmed that including

anisotropies generally improved the calculation results and
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Fig. 2 Measurements of pore

water pressure and temperature

in the borehole AT93E from

in situ heater test ATLAS III at

HADES URF (distance between

pore water pressure sensor and

temperature sensor is 40 cm)

(Chen et al. 2011)

Fig. 3 Drained heating test on Opalinus clay under in situ stress

(Monfared et al. 2012a)
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allowed the capture of some very specific features of the

behaviour revealed by the tests. The effects of initial in situ

stress anisotropy and of the anisotropic hydraulic conduc-

tivity have been already investigated in the SELFRAC

project. These were found to explain, for instance, the

anisotropic pore pressure distribution measured around the

connecting gallery at HADES URL (Bernier et al. 2006).

Further investigation of the anisotropic hydraulic conduc-

tivity of the Boom clay was conducted by Monfared et al.

(2012b). In this paper, we will focus on the thermal and

mechanical anisotropy.

2.4.1 Thermal Anisotropy

The spatial distribution of the temperature sensors installed

in the ATLAS III in situ experiment allowed quantifying

the in situ anisotropy of the thermal conductivity of the

Boom clay. The measured temperature evolutions at vari-

ous positions are illustrated in Fig. 5 (solid line) by four

temperature sensors. Three of them are parallel to bedding

and one is perpendicular to bedding. Numerical analysis

results (dashed line in Fig. 5) agree very well with spatial

temperature measurements by adopting anisotropic thermal

conductivity values of about 1.65 W/(m K) along the

bedding plane and 1.31 W/(m K) perpendicular to the

bedding plane (Chen et al. 2011).

2.4.2 Mechanical Anisotropy and its Role in the Creation

and Evolution of the Damaged Zone

In situ investigation has been performed in the Mont Terri

URL around a borehole that follows the bedding strike of

the Opalinus clay. After injecting a fluorescent resin and

overcoring afterwards the injected borehole, sections of the

core were saw-cut to study the damage around the bore-

hole. As seen in Fig. 6a, the resin trace image presents a

buckling fracture mode controlled by the bedding orienta-

tion (Labiouse and Vietor 2013). The removal of the

dilatometer probe completely unloaded the borehole wall

and the borehole collapsed. The original borehole is rep-

resented by the elliptical opening in the centre of the

overcored slice. Inspection of the entire set of slices

showed that the geometry and extent of the elliptical

opening result from a larger convergence in the direction

normal to bedding than parallel to bedding. A sketch of the

borehole collapse pattern is given in Fig. 6b. This collapse

structure demonstrates that the deformation and failure of

the clay is controlled by the bedding. Also, the EDZ shape

appears to be controlled by the orientation of the opening

with respect to the bedding.

A similar fracture pattern around the central hole was

observed in the medium-scale hollow cylinder laboratory

test N�12 on the Opalinus clay performed at LMR-EPFL.

As seen in Fig. 6c, cracks sub-parallel to the bedding plane

opened, leading to a buckling failure in two areas that

extend from the borehole in the direction normal to bed-

ding (Labiouse and Vietor 2013). Another similar fracture

pattern was found at large-scale around a gallery at Mont

Terri URL as shown in Fig. 6d. On the roof of the tunnel,

obvious buckling developed parallel to bedding, resulting

in a larger extent of the EDZ in the direction perpendicular

to bedding.

The consistency among experiments carried out over

various scales provides good confidence about upscaling

laboratory tests to repository-scale tests. However, any

upscaling should take into account the differences in

Fig. 4 Water retention curves of the Boom clay (left) and the Opalinus c (right) at two different temperatures (Rizzi 2013; Laloui et al.

submitted)

8 L. Yu et al.
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experimental procedures at different scales (rates and

techniques of excavation, application of support).

Contrary to the Opalinus clay, a larger convergence of

the central hole occurred in the direction parallel to the

bedding plane in the hollow-cylinder tests carried out on

the Boom clay at LMR-EPFL (Fig. 7a) (Labiouse et al.

2013). Total displacement profiles are plotted along

diameters parallel, perpendicular and at 45� with respect to

the bedding planes by tracking the displacement of pyrite

inclusions in the X-ray CT scans performed before and

after mechanical unloading (Fig. 7b). The convergence

around the central hole is clearly larger along bedding than

normal to bedding. Based on the displacement profiles, a

‘‘damaged’’ zone can be delimited visually around the

central hole. This zone is roughly an ellipse, with a major

axis oriented along the bedding plane.

Fig. 5 Temperature response

from in situ small-scale heater

test ATLAS III at HADES

URL: sensor in the direction

parallel to the bedding plane

(AT93E, AT85E and AT98E5)

and in perpendicular direction

(AT97E6) (Chen et al. 2011)

Fig. 6 Similar fracture pattern

observed in Opalinus clay in the

a in situ test at Mont Terri URL,

b a sketch of the borehole

collapse structure c hollow

cylinder test N�12 (Labiouse

and Vietor 2013) d formerly

horseshoe type tunnel

Consequences of the Thermal Transient on the Evolution 9
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The anisotropic deformation pattern is consistent with

that inferred from measurements recorded during the con-

struction of the PRACLAY gallery of the HADES URF

(Van Marcke and Bastiaens 2010). The PRACLAY gallery

is a horizontal drift with a length of about 45 m and an

external diameter of 2.5 m. It was constructed in 2007 in

the Boom clay at a depth of 223 m perpendicular to the

already existing Connecting gallery (constructed in 2002

with a length of 85 m and external diameter of 4.8 m,

Bastiaens and Demarche 2003). A crossing was installed at

the intersection between the two galleries. The PRACLAY

gallery was excavated using an open-face tunnelling

machine at a rate of 2 m/day. An overexcavation was

imposed (by adjusting the position of the cutting heads of

the excavation shield) to limit on the one hand the friction

on the tunnelling machine and to compensate for the con-

vergence of the clay to reach the desired gallery diameter.

On the other hand, the overexcavation was optimised to

limit the total convergence of the clay and thus the damage

to the host-rock. In practice, an overexcavation of 55 mm

on diameter in vertical direction and of 81 mm in hori-

zontal direction was needed to obtain the desired gallery

profile due to smaller vertical convergence. Similarly, a

larger convergence along the bedding plane was also

observed during the excavation of the Connecting gallery

(Van Marcke and Bastiaens 2010). Furthermore, the frac-

ture pattern observed around the PRACLAY gallery

appeared to be quite similar to that observed when exca-

vating the connecting gallery as illustrated in Fig. 7c

(Blümling et al. 2007; Bastiaens et al. 2008). It consists of

Fig. 7 Observed behaviour around openings in Boom clay: a CT

scan of the hollow cylinder sample 13A after mechanical unloading

b profile of total displacement parallel, perpendicular and at 45� to the

bedding obtained by tracking pyrite inclusions in the scans before and

after mechanical unloading (Labiouse et al. 2013) and c sketch of the

excavation induced fracture pattern at HADES URL

10 L. Yu et al.
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conjugated curved fracture surfaces with a curving more

pronounced vertically than horizontally. The EDZ is thus

not axisymmetrical with respect to the gallery axis, having

a larger extent in the horizontal direction (parallel to the

bedding plane).

The similar elliptic extent in the radial direction of EDZ

observed around boreholes in hollow cylinder tests and

around full-sized galleries suggests that, at least for those

cases, the intrinsic clay behaviour is playing a larger role

than the unloading path or excavation technique in the

creation of these fracture patterns.

Both Boom clay and Opalinus clay are transversely

isotropic materials with smaller stiffness in the direction

perpendicular to bedding. The difference in exhibited

damage pattern most probably results from different failure

modes: ductile behaviour in the Boom clay (i.e. shear

failure prevails along conjugated planes) and brittle

behaviour in the Opalinus clay (tensile failure along bed-

ding planes and buckling) (Labiouse and Vietor 2013).

Accounting for mechanical anisotropy and plasticity in the

simulation of the hollow-cylinder tests on the Boom clay

enables a correct modelling of the convergence pattern

(François et al. 2013).

2.4.3 Coupling Between Thermal Loading and Anisotropic

Mechanical Behaviour

Inspecting Fig. 2 in more detail, one clearly observes that a

temporary and small decrease in pore water pressure was

systematically measured at the very beginning of each

stepwise increase of heater power, whereas a short increase

in pore water pressure occurred very quickly after the

heater was turned off (Chen et al. 2011). The same phe-

nomena have been observed in other sensors located in the

horizontal direction from the heater, while the opposite has

been observed for sensors located above the heater (the

latter was indeed predicted, based on the TIMODAZ

results).

The delay observed in temperature changes with respect

to changes in heater power is obviously related to the

distance between the sensors and the heater, the thermal

conductivity and heat capacity of the clay. Accordingly,

one can observe in Fig. 2 that once the power is switched

off, temperature slightly keeps on increasing prior to

decreasing while a peak in pore pressure is observed prior

to the dissipation phase.

The physical explanation of the a priori unexpected

response in pore pressure is not straightforward but

numerical calculations accounting for hydromechanical

couplings showed that they could be obtained quite easily

by taking into account the anisotropy of the elastic

parameters of the clay (Chen et al. 2011; Garitte et al.

2009). Such a simple constitutive model can be used here

because the geometry of the ATLAS III experiment and the

limited applied thermal load result in small deformations as

far as the observation boreholes are concerned (most of

them are beyond a few metres from the heater).

Although pore water pressure changes are of minor

importance for PA, modelling studies that successfully

account for a specific new feature (i.e. anisotropy) dem-

onstrate an improvement in process understanding that

helps build better confidence in the prediction of the

behaviour of the whole system. The modelling contribu-

tions of TIMODAZ demonstrated the capability of

numerical models to fairly well predict the strongly cou-

pled effects due to temperature increase both in the dam-

aged and in the intact rock (Garitte et al. 2009; Charlier

2010). Numerical models can support (or are consistent

with) the current understanding of the various processes

involved in the repository.

2.5 Consequence of the Pre-Existing Discontinuities

in Clay Samples

The TIMODAZ project significantly benefited from X-ray

computed microtomography (lCT), a non-destructive

technique that allows the visualization of cracks and dis-

continuities in clay samples before, during and after test-

ing. lCT indeed showed that pre-existing discontinuities

on so-called ‘‘intact’’ samples appeared to be quite signif-

icant. Figure 8 shows one example of cracks observed at

Laboratory 3SR in Grenoble in an Opalinus clay specimen

before testing. The image reveals a set of fissures parallel

to bedding.

lCT observations confirmed that the processes of

recovery, storage, transportation and trimming of clay

samples indeed induce significant effects on samples.

Fig. 8 Multiple parallel fissures opening along bedding planes as

revealed by a XRCT of an Opalinus clay specimen before testing

(Viggiani and Bésuelle 2012)
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Further drying in ambient atmosphere allows the pre-

existing fissures to grow noticeably in length and width. In

order to minimize the impact of pre-existing damage, strict

test protocols were defined at the beginning of TIMODAZ.

It was recommended to resaturate specimens under con-

fining stress and pore water pressure close to in situ mean

values. These procedures significantly minimized the

scattering of test results. The experimental data from the

various research groups appeared to be quite consistent,

hence substantially facilitating subsequent model

calibration.

However, clays are natural materials and variability in

their properties is unavoidable. An important consequence

of the existence of pre-existing damage in clay samples

before testing is that the calibrated parameters from lab

tests may deviate from their in situ counterparts and

should, therefore, be used with great caution in case they

are applied to full size repositories (Delage 2010).

3 Safety-Relevant Aspects of THM Perturbation

and Evolution

The geological formation around the disposal galleries is

the dominant barrier for radionuclide transport in the

multi-barrier system. It contributes to the long-term

radiological safety of the disposal system by (1) limiting

water flow through the system so as to ensure that the

dominant radionuclide transport mechanism is diffusion;

(2) retarding the migration of many radionuclides

through physicochemical processes like sorption. These

features ensure that most radionuclides will decay to

negligible quantities within the host formation and that

only a small fraction will eventually reach the biosphere.

The fulfilment of these safety functions obviously

depends on the preservation of the favourable properties

of the clay. In this section, these safety-relevant aspects

are evaluated to check if the clay host rock will still be

able to fulfil its safety functions after experiencing

severe THM perturbations.

3.1 Maintenance of the Very Low Permeability

after the Thermal Loading

Both the Boom clay and Opalinus clay are naturally low-

permeability clays with measured hydraulic conductivities

in the order of *10-12 m/s (Yu et al. 2013) and *10-12 to

10-14 m/s (Croisé et al. 2004), respectively. Because of the

damage and decompression occurred in the clay after the

excavation and construction of underground structures, an

increase by a few orders of magnitude in hydraulic con-

ductivity is initially observed in the EDZ. However, the

SELFRAC project has shown that, as these clays have a

self-sealing capacity, the EDZ hydraulic conductivity then

tends to decrease towards the intact rock hydraulic con-

ductivity, at formation-dependent rates (Bernier et al.

2006).

In the isostatic tests (with constant and isotropic stress)

carried out on Boom clay and Opalinus clay samples, the

measured hydraulic conductivities increased during heating

before recovering initial values after cooling. Figure 9

presents the data of an isostatic test carried out on the

Boom clay. The fairly constant intrinsic permeability

detected at various temperatures confirmed that the

increase in hydraulic conductivity with temperature was

only due to the (reversible) decrease in water viscosity

(Chen et al. 2013), as already shown in the Boom clay by

Delage et al. (2000).

Fig. 9 Variation of a hydraulic conductivity with time b intrinsic permeability with temperature under constant confining pressure conditions for

the Boom clay in isostatic test (Chen et al. 2013)
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Similar results were obtained in permeameter tests (with

constant volume) on both intact and artificially damaged

Boom clay samples. Hydraulic conductivities of the clay

samples were measured during a heating–cooling cycle

(Fig. 10a). The artificially damaged Boom clay sample was

obtained by cutting a previously saturated cylindrical core

in two along its axis using a cutting wire. Afterwards, the

two parts were put together and stayed in a permeameter

cell without any further hydration (i.e. no additional water

added). After less than 1 week, the fracture could not be

visualized anymore by lCT scanning. The density profile

reconstructed from the CT pictures also did not show any

clear density decrease along the original fracture. Perme-

ability measurements showed that the initial value of

hydraulic conductivity was recovered. During a subsequent

heating up to 80 �C, the intrinsic permeability of both

intact samples and samples with artificial fractures

remained constant. This suggests that the pore structure of

the clay matrix was not affected by the temperature

increase. Similar tests carried out with cement water

(representative of the near field pore water composition of

a repository with concrete barriers and cementitious

backfill) showed that pore water chemistry had little

influence on the permeability of the Boom clay (Chen et al.

2013).

In the similar permeameter tests on Opalinus clay

specimens with artificial fractures, the hydraulic conduc-

tivity measured at the start of the test was still two orders of

magnitude higher than the ‘‘intact’’ value. Unlike Boom

clay, a decrease in intrinsic permeability (Fig. 10b) was

observed with the increasing temperature (Chen et al.

2013). The same phenomenon was also observed in the

Mont Terri in situ SE-H heater test (Vietor et al. 2010) in

which the intrinsic permeability showed a continuous

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 Variations of intrinsic

permeability with temperature

for the Boom clay (above) and

Opalinus clay (below) in

permeameter tests with fixed

volume (Chen et al. 2013).

a Boom clay (hollow symbols

for intact samples, solid symbols

for fractured samples) (SBCW

for synthetic Boom clay water,

OBCW for oxidized Boom clay

water and ECW for evolved

cement water). b Opalinus clay

with artificial fractures (LSPW

for low salinity pearson water,

HSPW for high salinity pearson

water and APW for alkaline

pearson water)
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decrease by a factor of about 4 when the temperature at the

measurement point increased from 15.1 to 65.3 �C.

In addition to the fractures created on purpose, lCT

observations evidenced pre-existing fissures in many clay

samples that have been used in the experimental pro-

gramme of TIMODAZ. Nevertheless, the permeability

tests, independently carried out in various laboratories by

using different approaches with different pore water com-

positions on intact, initially damaged, cut or sheared sam-

ples, all provided permeability values close to the initial

value in the Boom clay, or evolving towards the initial

value in the Opalinus clay after the thermal cycle (heating/

cooling).

Additional evidence of the preservation of a low

intrinsic permeability is provided by in situ heater experi-

ments. The ATLAS III in situ test, for instance, was suc-

cessfully modelled using a constant intrinsic permeability

equal to that of undisturbed clay.

Throughout the TIMODAZ project, no significant

increase in intrinsic permeability during and after heating

was observed. However, an increase of intrinsic perme-

ability from 1 9 10-19 to 2 9 10-16 m2 was observed in

one drained shearing test on the Boom clay performed at

Laboratoire 3SR in Grenoble (Delage 2010). According to

Viggiani and Bésuelle (2012), this can be explained by the

reopening of pre-existing cracks under a low mean stress

(p0 = 0.3 MPa). Obviously, more efforts are needed to

investigate this phenomenon, even though in the repository

system, such a low mean stress level is unlikely or avoid-

able by a suitable repository design and by managing

construction and operation phases.

3.2 Maintenance of the Self-Sealing Capacity After

the Thermal Loading

Good sealing capacity is an important feature of a geo-

logical barrier material as it helps to limit the formation

and propagation of preferential pathways even after various

perturbations, thereby maintaining a low permeability.

Throughout the TIMODAZ project, no negative impacts of

a thermal transient on the sealing capacity of clay were

found.

Sealing was clearly demonstrated for all the damaged

Boom clay samples in the permeameter and isostatic tests

(Chen et al. 2013). The sealing rate appeared to be fast:

sealing of the fractured Boom clay samples occurred within

a few days in the permeameter cells. In an isostatic cell, an

artificial central hole of 6 mm in diameter in a Boom clay

sample sealed after the sample was consolidated at the

relatively low effective pressure of 0.3 MPa. Regarding the

effectiveness of the sealing, the measured intrinsic

permeabilities under different temperatures in permeameter

test and at mean effective stress of 2.25 MPa in isostatic

test are comparable to in situ measurements in undisturbed

Boom clay. Neither negative nor positive thermal impacts

on the sealing of the damaged Boom clay samples were

observed from the tests.

Although the sealing rate was much slower for the

fractured Opalinus clay samples tested in the permeameter

cell, a temperature increase has a favourable impact on the

sealing behaviour. After hydration and heating in the per-

meameter cells, the intrinsic permeability decreased to the

in situ measured value in non-damaged Opalinus clay.

Under isostatic test condition, after hydration, consolida-

tion and heating for more than 8 months, previously drilled

2 mm-diameter holes were, however, still present in arti-

ficially damaged Opalinus clay samples.

Clearly, the set of test results gathered within the

TIMODAZ project indicates that sealing is not hindered

and the previously sealed fractures are not reopened at the

temperatures expected around a disposal system or during

the subsequent cooling, as long as the clay is subjected to

some compressive stresses. This is normally the case

around a repository and should be further demonstrated by

the large-scale heater tests. These large-scale heater tests

mimic in situ realistic disposal configurations. In order to

confirm that the minimum effective stress remains com-

pressive in the EDZ during the thermal phase, i.e. no

thermal pressurization-induced hydro-fracturing will take

place, the large-scale heater tests will be complemented by

numerical simulations performed at the relevant scale,

representing the boundary conditions imposed by the dis-

posal system.

One should note that while many evidences of sealing

have been collected throughout the TIMODAZ project, no

indication of healing was obtained. On the contrary, the

reappearance of the fractures or holes in the samples after

dismantling confirms the observation from the SELFRAC

project that the original mechanical properties cannot be

recovered even after a heating–cooling cycle. In other

words, while the fracture network is effectively closed

from a hydraulic point of view, it is still present. In a

specially designed apparatus, the thermo-mechanical fail-

ure of a sheared Boom clay sample was studied (Monfared

et al. 2012b). During an undrained heating test under

constant shear and total volumetric stresses, a shear band

previously created at ambient temperature was reactivated

because of the thermal pressurization of the pore water.

While the existing shear band behaved as a preferential

plane for thermo-mechanical failure, it was not found to

significantly affect the permeability of the clay sample at

low or high temperatures.
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3.3 No Significant Impacts on Major Clay Mineral,

Cation Exchange Capacity and Specific Surface

The equilibrium state and rates of geochemical reactions

change with temperature. Elevated temperatures increase

the solubility of most solids, decrease the solubility of most

gases and increase most reaction rates. Thermally induced

geochemical reactions, consisting of ion exchange and

mineral dissolution and precipitation, could have some

effects on the chemistry of pore water and/or the stability

of minerals. Thermal effects on clay minerals and organic

materials—if present—are most prominent in argillaceous

formations. These processes should be evaluated to assess

the effects of a temperature increase on the retardation,

sorption, pore structure and matrix diffusion properties of

the host rock (Mazurek et al. 2003).

One-year batch experiments carried out on Boom clay

and Opalinus clay samples exposed to 90 �C suggested that

the clay mineralogical composition was not significantly

affected by temperature when in contact with both in situ

pore water and geochemically disturbed pore waters rep-

resentative of various possible chemical conditions around

a repository (Honty et al. 2012). Precipitation of calcite in

the Boom clay was observed as a result of temperature

increase. Key properties linked to radionuclide retention

such as cation exchange capacity and total surface area

were not affected in the course of a 1-year experiment at

90 �C. Also in the Boom clay, both experiments and

modelling indicated that, due to the thermal degradation of

natural organic matter, the temperature increase reduced

the pH and increased the partial pressure of CO2 in the pore

water. While the effect of thermally induced changes of

pore water chemistry falls outside of the scope of TIMO-

DAZ and the role of organic matter is rather specific to the

organic-rich immature Boom clay, this drop in pH and the

increase in partial pressure of CO2 may have potential

effects on the speciation and thus the retention of radio-

nuclides. These effects should be assessed.

4 Role of the Damaged Zone in Performance

Assessment

With the current knowledge, it is reasonably believed that

the properties of the clay formations necessary to fulfil the

safety functions of a repository system are still maintained

in spite of the inevitable creation of an EDZ around the

disposal galleries, as well as the thermal evolution of both

EDZ and the ‘‘intact’’ rock due to the decay heat released

by the vitrified high-level wastes and the spent fuel. The

remaining uncertainties regarding gas production (mostly

due to the anaerobic corrosion of EBS metals in the case of

high-level wastes) are currently under investigation in the

EC project FORGE. The chemical perturbations in the clay

formation have not been fully explored in TIMODAZ.

Because of the complexity associated with reactive trans-

port and the slow evolution of chemical perturbations,

uncertainties related to the long time-scales can partly be

addressed by modelling and analogue investigations.

If the EBS behaves as designed in the reference scenario

(i.e. the normal expected evolution), the radionuclide

migration and thus the long-term radiological conse-

quences in PA calculations are determined by the post-

thermal state of the clay formation (including the damaged

zone) after the heating–cooling cycle. Through the rigorous

identification of the processes and phenomena that can be

neglected in the PA analysis, the calculation of radionuc-

lides transport within a repository system can be signifi-

cantly simplified by adopting the following hypotheses/

assumptions. The validity of these hypotheses/assumptions

needs to be checked for clay formations that experienced a

thermal transient:

• A limited DZ extent: the DZ extent determines the

thickness of the effective clay barrier that may be relied

upon in the performance assessment. Although shear

band reactivation has been observed in undrained

conditions due to thermal pressurization of the pore

water, and a thermo-plastic contracting behaviour of

the clay has been observed in drained conditions, no

significant increase of permeability was observed.

Thermal loading of the clay did not induce opening

of fractures in any of the TIMODAZ experiments.

Modelling exercises also suggest that the opening of

fractures during the thermal phase is not to be expected.

Large scale in situ heater tests mimicking actual

repository conditions are about to start and need to

confirm this;

• Recovery of the hydraulic conductivity in the DZ:

TIMODAZ data demonstrated that the thermal transient

has no negative impacts on the sealing capacity of the

clays investigated. Instead, thermal-induced plasticity,

swelling and creep are likely to be beneficial to the

sealing of fractures and to the recovery of the DZ

permeability back to its original state. In that sense,

TIMODAZ results strengthen the conclusions of

SELFRAC;

• Diffusion dominant transport in clay formations: in

repositories located in low-permeability clay forma-

tions, and in the absence of substantial hydraulic

gradients, diffusion is the dominant solute transport

mechanism. Therefore, advective flux through the host

formation can often be neglected in performance

assessment models. Based on the observation that the

intrinsic permeability (and hence the pore structure) of

clays remained unchanged or even decreased with
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elevated temperature, TIMODAZ indicates that this

assumption of dominant diffusive radionuclides trans-

port still remains valid in clays after a thermal transient.

TIMODAZ data further indicate that there is no

significant change of the clay minerals after the

heating–cooling cycle. Therefore, the pore diffusion

coefficient of dissolved solutes is expected to remain

unchanged. However, it should be noted that kinetics of

precipitation/dissolution processes (with the potential

to alter the clay structure) might be very slow and may,

therefore, have remained undetected in the TIMODAZ

one-year batch tests.

The diffusion and sorption properties of the geological

formation around the repository are often considered to be

homogeneous and isotropic in PA calculations. Findings

from the TIMODAZ project clearly showed that clay for-

mations show strong mechanical, hydraulic and thermal

anisotropic behaviour with respect to bedding. It has been

known for quite some time (De Cannière et al. 1996;

Bruggemanm et al. 2010) that solute diffusion coefficients

and hydraulic conductivities are larger along the direction

parallel to the bedding plane than along the perpendicular

one. In situ heater experiments have shown that this also

applies to the thermal conductivities. If the layers are sub-

horizontal (which is likely for most possible sites),

neglecting this effect for solute and water transport when

evaluating radiological consequences of the repository

system is conservative.

Although it was demonstrated in TIMODAZ that a

temperature elevation has no negative effect on the sealing

of fractures and on the recovery of the DZ permeability,

whether the radionuclide transport properties of intact clay

(in terms of sorption behaviour or apparent diffusion) can

be used for the DZ is still an open issue. The oxidation

occurring in the fractured zone during the operational

phase and further geochemical perturbations that could be

due to interactions with the EBS materials might lead to a

possible alteration of the geochemical properties of the

clay. However, the thermal impact on the geochemically

disturbed zone was beyond the scope of the TIMODAZ

project.

Both in situ data at Mont Terri and the lCT images of

hollow cylinder obtained at EPFL for Opalinus clay sug-

gest that fractures in the EDZ are connected in the direction

parallel to the hole or gallery axis. They may, for instance,

act later as a path of less resistance for the gas evacuation.

In the underground repository, gas would be inevitably

produced by the degradation of the EBS components and

the waste. When the gas production rate exceeds the

capacity of the clay host rock to evacuate this gas by dis-

solution in the porewater and molecular diffusion alone,

this discontinuity network may act as a gas evacuation

pathway along the underground structures if the EBS itself

does not provide a path of even lower resistance. This topic

is currently being investigated in the EC FP7 project

FORGE. However, the possible resulting water fluxes are

believed to be very small due to the limitation of the water

supply around the DZ because of the low permeability and

the relative high air entry value of such clays (Bernier et al.

2006).

5 Feedback to Repository Design

5.1 Feedback to the Belgian Repository Design

In the Belgian repository design, a temperature limit is

conservatively set at 100 �C for the overpack (primary

carbon steel barrier in the supercontainer concept) to pre-

serve a passivation layer ensuring very low corrosion rates.

Because the thermal load per metre gallery and the

repository layout are optimised with respect to this con-

straint and to a limitation of the temperature increase at the

top of the host rock not exceeding 10 �C (ONDRAF/

NIRAS 2001, 2008), peak temperatures in the EDZ will

remain lower than 80 �C. As mentioned above, results

from the TIMODAZ project showed that safety-relevant

properties in the DZ such as a low permeability and good

self-sealing capacity do not evolve in an unfavourable

manner at an elevated temperature of 90 �C in the Boom

clay and are preserved after the thermal transient.

Additional knowledge gained during TIMODAZ about

the anisotropy of thermal conductivity and of the

mechanical properties of the Boom clay may be used to

further optimise the layout from a thermal point of view

and possibly excavation technique.

Experimental results from TIMODAZ also provide

further arguments for the use cementitious material in the

repository. Sealing of artificial fractures in samples was

observed to occur in constant volume conditions (perme-

ameter cells). Hence, the self-sealing capacity of the Boom

clay is expected to be sufficient in the EDZ even though the

concrete-based EBS will not actively recompress the clay

as bentonite type of EBS. Furthermore, tests performed in

TIMODAZ with evolved cement water suggest that the

corresponding chemical perturbation should not alter the

sealing capacity of the Boom clay.

5.2 Feedback to the Swiss Repository Design

The Swiss design of geological repository for high-level

waste foresees a spacing of 40 m between galleries. A

variable canister pitch of 5–8 m together with careful

calculations of heat emission will ensure homogeneous

heat production along the gallery. Thermal calculations
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showed that the maximum temperatures reached at the

inner surface of the EDZ are close to 80 �C and will be

reached within 10 years, corresponding to a temperature

increase of approximately 40 �C. The TIMODAZ results

showed that this temperature increase does not alter the

favourable safety-relevant properties of the Opalinus clay

and in particular the self-sealing performance. Conversely,

laboratory and in situ experiments both demonstrated that

the intrinsic permeability even decreased at elevated tem-

perature. In laboratory experiments, a potential perme-

ability decrease remains after cooling. This finding,

together with the observation of a thermally induced plastic

compaction above 70 �C (see Fig. 3) indicates that the

beneficial action of self-sealing will be enhanced by ther-

mal plastification in the damaged zone.

The investigation of a borehole and its damaged zone in

the Mont Terri URL (see Sect. 2.4.2) confirms the expected

creation process of the excavation damage around galleries

parallel to bedding planes in the Opalinus clay. This

understanding opens the way to improve the design with

respect to minimizing the impact of a connected fracture

network around emplacement tunnels and seals. The

observed predominance of bedding parallel buckling in the

Opalinus clay suggests that the excavation damage may

possibly be mitigated or even reduced by increasing

cohesion among bedding planes with the help of the early

installation of appropriate support systems.

6 Conclusions and Remaining Issues

Following the accomplishments of the SELFRAC project

devoted to better understand the formation of the excava-

tion damaged zone and the self-sealing of fractures around

a geological repository in clay formations, significant

progress has been made within the TIMODAZ project

regarding the subsequent evolution of the damaged zone

during the thermal transient caused by the heat emitted by

the waste. Obtained data provided further understanding of

the THM coupled processes over the range of temperatures

and temperature gradients expected in the near field of a

geological repository, and thereby increased the confidence

in long-term safety. Most of the results revealed neutral or

positive effects of the thermal transient and provided

additional safety arguments.

The test results from the TIMODAZ project showed that

the impact of elevated temperatures on clay is twofold. On

the one hand, at moderate temperatures where only thermo-

elastic expansion occurs, the micro structure of the clay

matrix in bulk clay remains intact and is not negatively

affected. On the other hand, thermo-plastic contraction is

observed at higher temperature, resulting in a denser clay

structure, favourable to radionuclide retention.

There is no evidence throughout the TIMODAZ exper-

imental data of temperature-induced fracture opening or

significant DZ permeability increase with temperature.

Moreover, the experiments confirmed that self-sealing was

not negatively altered by an increase in temperature.

Instead, thermally induced plasticity, swelling and creep

are likely to be beneficial to the sealing of fractures and to

the recovery of the DZ permeability back to the initial

state. One-year long batch experiments carried out on

Boom clay samples and Opalinus clay samples at 90 �C

revealed no significant mineralogy changes.

Several TIMODAZ experiments confirmed the aniso-

tropic mechanical and transport properties related to the

clay sedimentary origin. Accounting for anisotropic fea-

tures in numerical models was found to significantly

enhance their predictive capabilities. The anisotropy in

thermal conductivity obviously has an impact on the tem-

perature changes in the host formation and surrounding

geology, therefore, should be taken into account in the final

design of the geological repository. In addition, the struc-

tural anisotropy of the clay formation makes fluid (water

and gas) and solutes (radionuclides) transport faster along

the bedding planes, which are generally sub-horizontal at

potential repository locations.

Although the impact of elevated temperatures in clay

does not seem to be detrimental to the safety of repository

at long term, a few issues remain regarding the evolution of

the DZ during the thermal transient. Shortly after excava-

tion, the boundary conditions and stress state in the DZ are

quite different from the initial state. In the near field of the

repository, the confining stress may be relatively low and

sealed fractures without healing will behave like weak

planes. Although no opening of fractures upon heating was

found during the TIMODAZ project, reactivation of shear

band by thermal pressurization was found in one experi-

ment, even though this did not lead to an increase of per-

meability. Reopening of pre-existing cracks was triggered

by shearing under low mean stress in another experiment,

resulting in a significant permeability increase. These

experiments suggest that modelling at the scale and with

the boundary conditions of a repository should be done on

a case-by-case basis to check whether fracture reactivation

should be expected in practice. Large-scale heater tests

about to start in HADES at Mol and in the Mont Terri

underground laboratory are also expected to provide fur-

ther insights at repository-relevant scale.

For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned

that an extensive assessment of the thermal impact on the

geochemically disturbed zone (perturbations in the near

field such as oxidation and the alkaline plume) was beyond

the scope of the TIMODAZ project. Hence, some uncer-

tainties do remain about the long-term effects on radionu-

clide retention processes within the DZ when undergoing
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simultaneously the thermal transient and geochemical

perturbations. In the case of Boom clay, consequences of

the significant presence of dissolved and insoluble rela-

tively immature organic matter remain to be assessed

adequately.

In summary, results from the TIMODAZ project

strongly suggest that the heat emitted from the waste

packages in a geological repository designed according to

the current reference concepts (Bel et al. 2005; NAGRA

2002a, b) should have no detrimental effects on the barrier

functions of the clay host rock in the damaged zone. The

favourable physical properties of the clay that guarantee

the effectiveness of the safety functions of the repository

system are expected to be maintained after the heating–

cooling cycle. The basic assumptions currently used in PA

to represent the EDZ in the calculations remain justified

when considering the thermal evolution of radioactive

waste repositories in clay formations.

As a consequence, the results of the TIMODAZ project

strengthen the SELFRAC conclusion that the (E)DZ should

not be considered as a critical issue in the long-term safety

of radioactive waste repositories in clay formations after

the heating–cooling cycle. Remaining uncertainties, such

as long time scales, chemical perturbations, gas production

in the system and further characterisations of the clay

anisotropy, can be partly addressed by valorising the

experimental equipments and procedures developed during

the project and by focussing the modelling efforts on up-

scaling laboratory results in both spatial and temporal

scales. Upcoming large-scale in situ heater tests may pro-

vide opportunities to test the upscaled models at least with

respect to the spatial scale and will in any case enhance the

scientific basis on which safety cases can be built.
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